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How does a TTO operate globally?

Speakers: Kristin Martinez, Tom Hockaday, Frank Allison

Key Issues covered:

Have clear objective

Be realistic about time 
required and level of 
commitment to do it 
properly, it is a long term 
investment

The world is getting more global

Identify objective, ie the “what do you want to achieve” of why you want to 
operate globally, then concentrate on the “how”

“You may (even) be in a position where you know what your university wants 
you to do” Tom Hockaday. Relevant as the institutional perspective can have a 
significant bearing on how a TTO approaches international operations.

It can take 2 years and investment in regular engagement

What engaged/resonated 
with the audience

Fascinating first hand insight from Frank on challenges of Shariah law, e.g.. can 
slow down decisions, very different approach to risk

Potential for TTOs to use other bits of university (e.g. development office, 
alumni, overseas teaching infrastructure) to enable international reach

“We have to have some international activity , not all activities  will find answer 
with 50km of Oxford” Tom Hockaday

Key take-away points/any 
areas of learning/insight

“ Technology is an international commodity”  Tom Hockaday

Consider  international ( from and/or based) Alumni, students, post grads, post 
docs

Consider partnering with an existing Uni TTO, Cedars Sinai example discussed

Use key conferences for specific sectors, e.g. Bio Convention

British Embassies, British Council, UKTi,  US Embassies; all can be useful

Academic bodies with international based memberships e.g Royal Society of 
Chemistry Institute of Physics, Institute of marine Engineers ( Immarest) – 
potential for uni’s to make greater use of these

Commercial  contacts e.g. there are now 4 J&J innovation centres in different 
regions, likewise Aramco research centres number at least 6  - in theory could be
leveraged but in practice perhaps not as everything meaningful will be 
channelled through head office.

“The way we have done business in the last 10 years is not how we will do 
business in the next 10 years”  Kristin Martinez

In Middle East it is only possible to build productive relationships with on-the-
ground presence. A few trips every year to shake hands will not suffice. This 
means either working with trusted consultants or ideally establishing a presence 
(although bear in mind that it can take more than a year to establish a new 
company!)


